Microsoft Teams Services
Reduce cost and enable hybrid working
Contacts

The pandemic has changed the
role of the workplace, with most
people now working at least
some of the time from home.
Microsoft Teams has rapidly become
the most effective tool for business
communications, allowing employees
and clients to collaborate effectively,
wherever they are. With Office 365
as the de facto standard for business
applications, the Teams environment
integrates seamlessly and offers
numerous business benefits.
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Benefits
Seamless Implementation
Implementing a company-wide collaboration platform
may seem like a daunting task. We have the knowledge
and experience to ensure that integrating Teams with
your business is a success.

Voice Integration
We can help you integrate your existing voice network
with Teams and eliminate the need for a PBX and desk
phones. Ensuring that you can stay in touch with
colleagues and customers wherever you are.

Hybrid Working
Ensuring that your employees can remain productive
while working remotely and experience the same levels
of security as when in the office is essential.

Ensuring Adoption
Making sure that you get the most out of Teams is
critical for a successful implementation. We can help
you drive internal adoption and establish a sustainable
culture of collaboration and communication which
delivers long term business value.

Archiving
Our Teams Archive service enables organisations
to protect, discover, investigate, and recover data
from internal and external communications.
Connectivity
From full fibre connectivity to SDWAN we can ensure
that you have the secure data networks in place to
keep your business running smoothly.

Applications
Teams can deliver so much more than great
collaboration. There are a range of native Teams
applications from forms to workflow and approvals
that can deliver instant productivity gains.

Advisory & Design
At Sure we have a team of certified consultants that have deep experience of Microsoft applications. We can
recommend the right solutions to improve communications and drive productivity for your oeganisation. Ask your
account manager how Sure’s Advisory & Design Services can help transform your business.
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